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Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep has been considered important for the consolidation of memories, particularly of procedural skills.

REM sleep, in contrast to slow-wave sleep (SWS), is hallmarked by the high, wake-like activity of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine

(ACh), which promotes certain synaptic plastic processes underlying the formation of memories. Here, we show in healthy young men

that off-line consolidation of a motor skill during a period of late sleep with high amounts of REM sleep depends essentially on high

cholinergic activity. After a 3-h sleep period during the early night to satisfy the need for SWS, subjects learned a procedural finger

sequence tapping task and a declarative word-pair learning task. After learning, they received either placebo or a combination of the

muscarinic receptor antagonist scopolamine (4 mg/kg bodyweight, intravenously) and the nicotinic receptor antagonist mecamylamine

(5mg, orally), and then slept for another 3 h, ie, the late nocturnal sleep period, which is dominated by REM sleep. Retrieval was tested

the following evening. Combined cholinergic receptor blockade significantly impaired motor skill consolidation, whereas word-pair

memory remained unaffected. Additional data show that the impairing effect of cholinergic receptor blockade is specific to sleep-

dependent consolidation of motor skill and does not occur during a wake-retention interval. Taken together, these results identify high

cholinergic activity during late, REM sleep-rich sleep as an essential factor promoting sleep-dependent consolidation of motor skills.

Neuropsychopharmacology (2009) 34, 1843–1853; doi:10.1038/npp.2009.6; published online 4 February 2009
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INTRODUCTION

The cholinergic system modulates brain activity through a
network of neural fibers originating in the basal forebrain
and tegmental regions and spreading to the entire
neocortex, amygdala, and hippocampus (Everitt and
Robbins, 1997). Levels of acetylcholine (ACh) in the central
nervous system are high during wakefulness, drop to a
minimum during slow-wave sleep (SWS), and reach close-
to-waking levels again during rapid eye movement (REM)
sleep (Pace-Schott and Hobson, 2002; McCarley, 2007).
High levels of brain ACh activity are considered a
prerequisite for efficient encoding of memories in the

wakeful state (Bartus, 2000; Bartus et al, 1982; Rasch et al,
2006). The neuromodulator also plays an important role in
the induction of synaptic plasticity during long-term
potentiation (Rasmusson, 2000), an experimental paradigm
believed to underlie the formation of long-term memories
(Cooke and Bliss, 2006).
Sleep benefits the consolidation of newly acquired

memories (Born et al, 2006; Walker and Stickgold, 2006).
Although consolidation of declarative, hippocampus-de-
pendent memories of events and facts depends particularly
on periods of SWS and on low cholinergic activity after
learning (Marshall and Born, 2007; Gais and Born, 2004;
Rasch et al, 2006), long-term acquisition of skills has been
associated repeatedly with REM sleep after training (Born
et al, 2006), during which cholinergic tone regains wake-like
levels. Numerous animal studies have shown that REM sleep
is enhanced after learning of complex procedural tasks, and
deprivation of REM sleep, by selective awakenings during
certain time windows after learning, impairs subsequent
task performance (see Smith, 1995; Peigneux et al, 2001, for
a review). Similar findings have been obtained in humans,
especially for the retention and consolidation of complex
motor skills (Smith et al, 2004; Buchegger and Meier-Koll,
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1988; Buchegger et al, 1991; Karni et al, 1994; Plihal and
Born, 1997). Effects of REM sleep deprivation, however, can
vary depending on the method used to prevent REM sleep.
Thus, pharmacological REM sleep suppression by noradre-
nergic and serotonergic agonists did not impair skill
consolidation, indicating that the mechanisms subserving
procedural memory consolidation act partially independent
of phenotypic REM sleep features as defined by polysomno-
graphy (Rasch et al, 2008).
Although REM sleep is characterized by changes in a

number of other neuromodulators, high cholinergic tone
might be one of the conditions critical to the consolidating
influence of this sleep stage on skills. Support for this
notion comes from animal studies showing that suppression
of cholinergic neurotransmission, during times after learn-
ing that are also vulnerable to REM sleep deprivation (REM
sleep windows), consistently impairs memory in different
tasks (Smith et al, 1991; Legault et al, 2004, 2006).
Conversely, enhancing the cholinergic tone by administration
of acetylcholinesterease inhibitors, during post-training sleep,
in elderly humans improved consolidation of a procedural
skill (Hornung et al, 2007).
In this study, we asked whether the high cholinergic tone

associated with REM sleep is critical for procedural memory
consolidation. Suppression of cholinergic neurotransmis-
sion was achieved by simultaneous administration of the
muscarinic receptor antagonist scopolamine and the
nicotinic receptor antagonist mecamylamine, during a
period of late nocturnal sleep known to be naturally
dominated by REM sleep. A combined cholinergic receptor
blockade was used, because global alterations in the
cholinergic tone accompanying changes in sleep–wake
states affect equally both the muscarinic and nicotinic
cholinergic receptors. After 3 h of early, SWS-rich sleep, 11
healthy young men were awakened and trained on a
procedural finger sequence tapping task and a declarative
word-pair task. After training, they received either placebo
or the cholinergic receptor blockers and slept for another
3 h. Retrieval was tested the following evening. We show
that the simultaneous cholinergic receptor blockade impairs
sleep-dependent procedural memory consolidation. De-
clarative memory consolidation remained unaffected by
the treatment. In supplementary experiments, we show that
the impairing effect of cholinergic receptor blockade on
skill consolidation is specific to sleep and does not occur
during wakefulness.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Twelve healthy men (mean age 22.3 years, range 20–26
years) participated in the experiments. Subjects were non-
smoking, native German-speaking, right-handed students.
They underwent a routine physical and mental health
examination prior to participation, did not take any
medication at the time of the experiments, and reported a
normal sleep–wake cycle. The participants were instructed
to get up at 0700 hours on experimental days, and during
these days not to take any naps and not to ingest alcohol or
(after 1500 hours) caffeine-containing drinks. To accustom
subjects to sleeping under laboratory conditions, all

subjects spent an adaptation night in the sleep laboratory,
including the placement of electrodes, before the
experiments proper. The experiments were approved by
the ethics committee of the University of Lübeck. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to
participation.

Design and Procedure

Each subject participated in two experimental conditions,
separated by an interval of at least 2 weeks. The study was
conducted according to a double blind crossover design,
with one session serving to assess the effects of cholinergic
receptor blockade and the other as placebo control. The
order of conditions was balanced across subjects. Sessions
started at 2100 hours. with the placement of a venous
catheter for substance administration and blood collection.
After attachment of electrodes for standard polysomnogra-
phy, participants went to bed at 2230 hours and were
allowed to sleep. Three hours after sleep onset, subjects
were awakened as soon as sleep stages 1 or 2 occurred.
Fifteen minutes after awakening (ca. 0200 hours), they
completed two memory tasks, first a declarative verbal
paired associate task (word-pairs) and then a procedural
finger sequence tapping task. Oral capsules containing
either placebo or mecamylamine were administered
immediately after learning. Thirty minutes after learning
(0330 hours), subjects went back to bed and placebo or
scopolamine was infused intravenously. After 3 h of sleep,
subjects were awakened and stayed under observation of the
experimenter for another 3.5 h (until B1000 hours).
Thereafter, participants could choose to engage in different
activities outside the lab. They were not allowed to nap
or to take in any caffeine- or alcohol-containing drinks.
Adherence to these instructions was confirmed in a post-
experimental interview. Retrieval on the two memory tasks
was tested B12 h after substance administration, starting at
1630 hours with the word-pair learning task followed by the
finger sequence tapping task. Before learning, as well as
before and after sleep and before retrieval testing, reaction
time, mood, feelings of tiredness and calmness/restlessness,
and subjective symptoms were measured. Blood for
determination of plasma cortisol concentrations was
sampled before sleep at 2200 hours, before and after
learning (B0200 and 0300 hours), and before retrieval the
next day (1600 hours). In addition, blood sampling
occurred hourly during early and late sleep. Blood pressure
and heart rate were measured at the same time points. A
summary of the procedure is given in Figure 1.

Substance Administration

To block cholinergic transmission, we administered a
combination of the muscarinic receptor antagonist scopo-
lamine (4 mg/kg bodyweight, intravenously over 20min) and
the nicotinic receptor antagonist mecamylamine (5mg,
orally). Both substances readily cross the blood–brain
barrier, exert central nervous effects already at low doses,
and have no or negligible affinity to receptors of the other
major neurotransmitter systems (Young et al, 2001; Renner
et al, 2005). The muscarinic and nicotinic cholinergic
receptors are expressed widely in the brain, particularly
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in regions considered important for sleep and memory
(brain stem, tegmental regions, hippocampus, amygdala,
neocortex, etc.) (Court et al, 2000; Eckelman, 2006). To
account for the longer time interval of the orally
administered drug to reach the brain, mecamylamine was
administered immediately after learning (0330 hours), and
scopolamine was infused starting 30min after the end of the
learning phase (ie, at the time of lights off; Figure 1). We
chose relatively low doses to keep the side effects of
cholinergic receptor blockade at a minimum, and to ensure
that substances had largely washed out at the time of
retrieval testing. The half-life in plasma is estimated at
4.5±1.7 h for scopolamine (Putcha et al, 1989) and
10.1±2 h for mecamylamine (Young et al, 2001). In the
control condition, subjects received placebo.

Tasks

The finger sequence tapping task was adopted from earlier
studies, indicating very robust sleep-dependent improve-
ments in this task (Walker et al, 2002). It requires the
subject to press repeatedly 1 of 2 5-element sequences (4-1-
3-2-4 or 4-2-3-1-4) with the fingers of the non-dominant
hand on a keyboard as fast and as accurately as possible for
30-s epochs interrupted by 30-s breaks. The numeric
sequence was displayed on the screen at all times to keep
working memory demands at a minimum. A key press
resulted in a white dot in the center of the screen. Each 30-s
trial was scored for speed (number of correctly completed
sequences) and error rate (number of errors relative to total
number of tapped sequences). After each 30-s trial, feed-
back was given about the number of correctly completed
sequences and error rate. At learning, subjects trained on
twelve 30-s trials. The average score for the last three of
these trials was used to indicate learning performance. At
retrieval, subjects were tested on another three trials.
Overnight changes in performance were calculated as
absolute differences in speed and error rate between the
three trials at retrieval and the last three trials at learning.
As a control for the specificity of effects on procedural

memory, a declarative verbal paired associate task was
employed requiring the learning of a list of 40 pairs of
semantically related words (eg, clock–church). Different

wordlists were used on the subject’s two experimental
sessions. During the learning phase, the word-pairs were
presented sequentially on a computer screen, each for 5 s,
separated by interstimulus intervals of 100ms. After
presentation of the entire list, performance was tested using
a cued-recall procedure, ie, the first word (cue) of each pair
was presented and the subject had to name the associated
second word (response). The correct response word was
then displayed for 2 s, regardless of whether the response
was correct or not, to allow re-encoding of the correct word-
pair. The cued-recall procedure was repeated until the
subject reached a criterion of 60% correct responses.
Retrieval at the end of the experimental session was tested
using the same cued-recall procedure as during the learning
phase. Absolute differences between word-pairs recalled at
retrieval testing and on the criterion trial during learning,
served as a dependent variable of overnight retention of
declarative memories. Several studies showed that con-
solidation of word-pairs profits particularly from SWS,
whereas sleep periods rich in REM sleep remained
ineffective (Ekstrand et al, 1977; Plihal and Born, 1997).

Reaction Times, Mood, Cardiovascular and
Neuroendocrine Measures

Reaction times were assessed as a measure of vigilance by a
standardized test that required pressing a button as fast as
possible whenever a big red disk appeared on a computer
screen (Little et al, 1998). In 40 trials, the subjects fixed their
gaze on a cross, displayed for 500–1000ms on a white
screen. Then, in 35 trials, a red disk appeared, and, in five
random no-go trials, the screen remained white.
Mood and feelings of tiredness were assessed using the

short form of the German version of the Multidimensional
Mood Questionnaire (Steyer et al, 1994). The subjects
indicated on a 5-point rating scale how well 12 different
adjectives described their current feeling. The adjectives are
assigned to one of three different bipolar dimensions,
pleasant/unpleasant, alert/tired, and calm/restless, adding
up to values between 4 and 20. At the end of the session,
subjects were asked to report any unusual symptoms they
had experienced.

Figure 1 Experimental procedure and design. We measured the effects of placebo and combined cholinergic receptor blockade, after learning, before
REM sleep-rich late nocturnal sleep on memory consolidation (late retention sleep). Combined cholinergic receptor blockade (Scop. +Mec.) was achieved
by the joint administration of the muscarinic receptor antagonist scopolamine (gray box) and the nicotinic receptor antagonist mecamylamine (arrow).
Before learning, during the early night, subjects had slept for 3 h to satisfy the need for SWS (early sleep). The experiment was conducted according to a
double blind, within-subject, crossover design. The learning phase included training on a procedural memory task (finger sequence tapping) and learning of a
declarative memory task (paired associate learning). Retrieval was tested 12 h after substance administration. Black squares on the time axis indicate times of
measuring blood pressure and blood cortisol levels.
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Blood pressure and heart rate were measured with a
digital blood pressure meter (Boso-Medicus, Bosch & Sohn
GmbH, Jungingen, Germany). For determination of cortisol
concentrations, blood samples were centrifuged immedi-
ately, and serum was stored at �201C until standard assay
(Immulite, DPC Biermann, Bad Nauheim, Germany).

EEG Recordings and Analysis of Sleep Parameters

The EEG was recorded continuously using a SynAmps
amplifier (NeuroScan Laboratories, Sterling, VA). EEG
signals were filtered between 0.16 and 35Hz and sampled
at a rate of 250Hz. Twenty-eight Ag-AgCl electrodes were
placed according to the 10–20 System, referenced to an
electrode attached to the nose. Additionally, horizontal and
vertical eye movements (HEOG, VEOG) and the electro-
myogram (chin) were recorded for standard polysomno-
graphy.
Sleep architecture was determined according to standard

polysomnographic criteria using EEG recordings from C3
and C4 (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968). Scoring was carried
out independently by two experienced technicians who were
blind to the assigned treatment. In case of disagreement, a
third expert was consulted. For the total time in bed, every
30-s epoch was scored as non-REM sleep stages 1, 2, 3, 4 or
REM sleep with SWS defined by the sum of time in sleep
stages 3 and 4. Sleep onset was defined by the first period in
stage 1 sleep followed immediately by stage 2 sleep. Sleep
onset latency was determined with reference to the time
when lights were turned off. REM sleep latency was
determined with reference to sleep onset.
Average REM density was calculated by dividing the

number of 1-s periods during REM sleep that contained
rapid-eye movements by the total number of 30-s REM
sleep epochs (Ficca et al, 2004). REMs during REM sleep
were detected automatically and were defined as rapid
signal changes in the HEOG and VEOG channel (40.8mV/s)
after movement artefact rejection and application of a 50-
ms moving average.
Spindles (counts and density) in these sleep stages were

analyzed because of their well-known relationship with
overnight retention of memories (Gais et al, 2002; Nishida
and Walker, 2007; Fogel et al, 2007). Discrete spindles are a
characteristic feature of sleep stage 2 and also occur in SWS,
but are virtually absent during REM sleep. Slow (o13Hz)
and fast spindles (413Hz) were identified separately at six
selected EEG recording sites (F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4) during
non-REM sleep stages 2, 3, and 4, based on an algorithm
adopted from earlier studies (Schimicek et al, 1994; Gais
et al, 2002). In brief, the EEG signal was filtered in the
frequency bands of interest (10–13, 13–16Hz), the root
mean square of each 100-ms interval was calculated, and the
events were counted for which the root mean square signal
exceeded an individual threshold for an interval lasting 0.5–
3 s. The detection threshold was defined by the 3-fold
average SD across all the six EEG channels analyzed, and
across the subject’s two experimental nights (active agent
and placebo). Spindles were counted separately in each
channel. Mean spindle counts were calculated by averaging
spindle counts of all the six channels. To calculate spindle
density, mean spindle counts were divided by the number of
analyzed 30-s epochs. The two separate spindle bands were

chosen based on earlier studies which showed the presence
of two kinds of spindles in humans possibly linked to
different aspects of cognitive function, ie, slow spindles that
prevail over the frontal cortex, and show greater topogra-
phical variability than the fast spindles that concentrate
over the parietal cortex (Zeitlhofer et al, 1997; Schabus et al,
2007).

Statistical Analysis

One subject was excluded from the analyses because he
slept only for 1.5 h instead of 3 h during late sleep in the
placebo condition (outlier criterion: 43 SDs apart from
group mean). Data were analyzed using repeated measures
analyses of variance. For the memory tasks, learning
performance (at the end of training) and overnight changes
(absolute differences between performance at retrieval
minus performance at learning) served as dependent
variable in separate analyses. Accuracy data from the finger
sequence tapping task were log transformed prior to
analysis to account for deviations from normal distribution
because of positive skewness. For analyses of blood
pressure, heart rate, and blood cortisol concentrations,
values were averaged to obtain mean values during the early
sleep period before learning, during learning, and during
retention (late) sleep and retrieval, respectively. A two-
tailed P-value o0.05 was considered significant.

Supplementary Experiments

To examine whether the effects of cholinergic receptor
blockade on memory consolidation are sleep specific, we
conducted supplementary experiments investigating the
effects of combined cholinergic receptor blockade after
training on skill consolidation during wakefulness (portions
of this data were published elsewhere; Rasch et al, 2006).
Twelve age-matched healthy men (mean age 23.2 years,
range 21–25 years) carried out the finger sequence tapping
task in the morning (0900–1000 hours), and received either
placebo or mecamylamine and scopolamine 30min after
training in a within-subject crossover design. Substance
doses were the same as in the main experiment. Retrieval
was tested the evening after 9.5 h of sustained wakefulness.

RESULTS

Sleep Parameters

Total sleep time during the retention sleep period, in the
late night (after substance administration), was closely
comparable between the conditions of combined choliner-
gic receptor blockade (180±9min) and placebo
(178±8min; P40.8). However, the cholinergic receptor
blockade suppressed REM sleep (Table 1). In the placebo
condition, REM sleep averaged 21.7±3.2% of total late sleep
time and occurred with a latency of 60±12min
after sleep onset. After the cholinergic receptor blockade
REM sleep was reduced to only 7.2±1.6% of sleep time
(Po0.01), and occurred later (109±15min; Po0.04). These
effects were comparable with that observed in earlier
studies, which used serotonergic or noradrenergic sub-
stances to suppress REM sleep, but found no impairment of
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procedural memory consolidation (Rasch et al, 2008). In
addition, density of REMs (average number of eye move-
ments per 30 s) in the remaining REM sleep epochs was
reduced by the cholinergic receptor blockade to 2.1±0.5,
compared with 5.3±0.9 in the placebo condition (Po0.01).
The suppression of REM sleep was compensated by a
significant increase in stage 2 sleep percentage in the
treatment condition (66.0±3.4%) compared with that in
placebo (54.4±2.7; Po0.04). No effect of the cholinergic
receptor blockade on slow or fast spindle density was
observed (all P40.1). The cholinergic receptor blockade did
not affect any other sleep stage (all P40.1). Sleep
architecture during the early sleep period (before substance
administration) did not differ between the two experimental
conditions (all P40.1, Table 1).

Memory Tasks

In accordance with our hypothesis, cholinergic blockade
after learning impaired procedural memory consolidation
during late retention sleep. The number of correctly tapped
sequences (speed) in the finger sequence tapping task
improved significantly across retention sleep after placebo
administration ( + 24.0±4.9%; Po0.001), whereas only a
marginal improvement occurred with scopolamine and
mecamylamine administration after learning ( +
10.9±5.3%; Po0.07). The difference between overnight
gains in tapping speed was highly significant (Po0.01;
Figure 2; see Table 2 for absolute values). The number of

Table 1 Sleep Parameters

Early sleep Late retention sleep

Placebo Scop.+Mec. P Placebo Scop.+Mec. P

Mean±SEM Mean±SEM Mean±SEM Mean±SEM

Wake % 6.2±3.2 7.7±3.5 NS 3.8±1.4 2.7±0.9 NS

Stage 1% 7.5±0.8 9.7±1.6 NS 10.0±1.5 9.9±1.4 NS

Stage 2% 53.1±1.9 51.7±3.9 NS 54.4±2.7 66.0±3.4 o0.03

SWS % 24.4±2.6 22.4±2.6 NS 9.8±2.8 13.7±4.1 NS

REM sleep % 8.5±2.0 7.9±1.6 NS 21.7±3.2 7.2±1.6 o0.01

Total sleep time (min) 174±11 183±7 NS 178±8 180±9 NS

Sleep latency (min) 19±6 13±4 NS 26±5 18±2 NS

REM latency (min) 95±11 97±16 NS 60±12 109±15 o0.04

REM density 3.92±0.78 3.79±0.84 NS 5.28±0.89 2.09±0.49 o0.01

Slow spindle number 302±36 284±30 NS 238±24 311±33 NS

Slow spindle density 1.13±0.07 1.07±0.06 NS 1.07±0.10 1.13±0.11 NS

Fast spindle number 298±35 333±27 NS 288±32 347±34 NS

Fast spindle density 1.18±0.14 1.28±0.04 NS 1.30±0.14 1.28±0.13 NS

NS, not significant; REM, rapid eye movement; Scop.+Mec., scopolamine and mecamylamine; SEM. standard error of mean; SWS, slow wave sleep.
Sleep parameters for early sleep (before substance administration) and late retention sleep (after substance administration) for the administration of placebo or a
combination of the cholinergic receptor antagonists Scop.+Mec. Time periods of intermittent wakefulness (wake), stages 1 and 2 sleep, SWS, and REM sleep are
indicated as percentages of total sleep time. Total sleep time, sleep latency (with reference to lights off), and REM sleep latency (with reference to sleep onset) are
indicated in minutes. REM density is calculated as an average number of 1-s periods containing REMs per 30-s epoch of stage REM. Spindle number and density (count
per 30-s epochs of stage 2 and SWS) is indicated separately for slow (o13Hz) and fast spindles (413Hz). Mean values, SEM, and P-values for pair-wise comparisons
are indicated. P40.05 is NS.

Figure 2 Effects of post-learning cholinergic receptor blockade on
procedural memory consolidation during late retention sleep (late sleep,
left) and sustained wakefulness (right). Increases in the number of correctly
tapped sequences (per 30-s trial) at retrieval testing compared with that in
training are indicated as positive gains in speed, with performance at
learning set to 100%. Compared with placebo, off-line gains in tapping
speed were reduced significantly after cholinergic receptor blockade during
REM sleep-rich retention sleep (**Po0.01). No off-line gains were
observed after a retention interval filled with wakefulness. Analysis of
variance revealed a significant interaction between the type of post-training
treatment (placebo vs cholinergic receptor blocker) and the type of
retention interval (late retention sleep vs wakefulness; **Po0.01).
Means±SEMs are shown.
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erroneous sequences relative to the number of all tapped
sequence (error rate) was reduced after late retention sleep
with placebo (�4.1±1.4%; Po0.02), whereas error rate did
not improve after retention sleep with the cholinergic
receptor blockade (�1.6±1.3%; P40.2). However, gains in
error rate did not differ significantly between the two
experimental conditions (P40.3). Performance during
learning before substance administration was comparable
for both speed (placebo: 15.3±2.2 sequences; cholinergic
blockade: 15.1±1.7 sequences; P40.8) and error rate
(placebo: 12.6±2.5%; cholinergic blockade: 9.9±1.7%;
P40.3). Although the cholinergic receptor blockade dis-
tinctly reduced REM sleep, no significant correlation was
observed between the difference in sleep parameters and the
improvement differences in finger sequence performance
between treatment and placebo nights (all P40.1).
In contrast to procedural memory consolidation, retention

of declarative memories across late sleep was not affected by
the combined cholinergic blockade. When tested the next
evening, participants had equally forgotten (with reference to
criterion performance at learning) 2.5±0.9 word-pairs in the
placebo condition and 2.5±0.7 word-pairs in the treatment
condition (P40.9; Table 2). At learning, neither the number
of correctly recalled word-pairs in the last training trial
(placebo: 27.5±0.9; cholinergic blockade: 27.6±0.8; P40.9)
nor the number of trials to reach the criterion (placebo:
1.9±0.3; cholinergic blockade: 1.8±0.2; P40.7) differed
between the two treatment conditions.

Reaction Times, Mood, Cardiovascular and
Neuroendocrine Measures

During learning and retrieval testing, participants did not
differ with regard to subjective ratings of mood, wakefulness

or calmness between treatment and placebo conditions
(all P40.1; Table 3). At the time of retrieval testing, none of
the participants reported any anticholinergic symptom (such
as dry mouth, etc.). Reaction time was also not affected by
substance administration (245±6 vs 246±7ms, for placebo
and treatment sessions, respectively; P40.8). As expected,
the combined cholinergic blockade, after learning, reduced
blood pressure during retention sleep (placebo: 111±3/
67±2mmHg; cholinergic blockade: 103±3/61±2mmHg,
for systolic–diastolic blood pressure, respectively; both
Po0.05). At retrieval testing the following evening,
systolic blood pressure did not differ between conditions
(placebo: 131±4mmHg; cholinergic blockade: 127± 5mmHg;
P40.4), whereas diastolic blood pressure was still lower in the
cholinergic blockade condition (placebo: 79±3mmHg; cho-
linergic blockade: 69±3mmHg; Po0.05). However, this
decrease in diastolic blood pressure did not correlate with
differences in overnight changes in memory performance (all
ro0.1; P40.7), rendering any confounding effects of reduced
diastolic blood pressure during retrieval testing highly
unlikely. Heart rate was significantly lower during late night
sleep after the combined cholinergic receptor blockade
(52±1b.p.m) compared with that in placebo (58±2b.p.m;
Po0.02). No significant difference in heart rate occurred
before substance administration (early sleep, learning), as well
as during retrieval testing (all P40.05). Plasma levels of
cortisol were comparable between the experimental conditions
during learning and retrieval testing, as well as during early
and late sleep (all P40.1, Table 3).

Supplementary Experiments

To examine whether the effects of cholinergic receptor
blockade on procedural finger tapping performance at the

Table 2 Memory Performance

Placebo Scop.+Mec. P

Mean±SEM Mean±SEM

Main experiment (late retention sleep) Finger sequence tapping Speed Learning 15.3±2.2 15.1±1.7 NS

Change +3.4±0.6 +1.2±0.8 o0.05

Error rate (%) Learning 12.6±2.5 9.9±1.7 NS

Change �4.1±1.4 �1.6±1.3 NS

Word-pairs Number of trials Learning 1.9±0.3 1.8±0.2 NS

Number of recalled Learning 27.5±0.9 27.6±0.8 NS

Word-pairs Change �2.5±0.9 �2.5±0.7 NS

Supplementary experiment (wakefulness) Finger sequence tapping Speed Learning 14.8±1.3 14.6±1.2 NS

Change �0.2±0.6 +0.7±0.5 NS

Error rate Learning 6.4±1.3 8.6±2.1 NS

Change +1.6±2.0 �2.3±1.2 NS

NS, not significant; Scop.+Mec., scopolamine and mecamylamine; SEM, standard error of mean.
Memory performance for the administration of placebo or a combination of the cholinergic receptor antagonists Scop.+Mec. after training before a retention interval
including late retention sleep (main experiment) or wakefulness (supplementary experiment). For the procedural finger sequence tapping task, performance during
learning is indicated as speed (number of correctly tapped sequences) and error rate (errors per sequence in %). For the declarative word-pair learning task,
performance during learning is indicated as number of trials to the criterion of 60% and the number of correctly recalled word-pairs in the last training trial.
Performance changes are calculated as absolute difference between memory performance during learning and retrieval (retrieval minus learning). Data are mean
values, SEM, and P-values for pair-wise comparisons. P40.05 is NS.
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time of retrieval testing pertain to off-line consolidation
processes specific to sleep, we compared the effects of
combined scopolamine–mecamylamine administration and
placebo after learning on procedural memory consolidation
during wakefulness. In contrast to the results of the main
experiment, tapping speed did not improve across the
wake-retention interval and did not differ between
the placebo (�1.8±3.7%) and treatment condition
( + 5.0±3.9%; P40.2; Figure 2). Changes in error rate were

also not affected by the combined cholinergic blockade
during the wake-retention interval (placebo: + 1.6±2.0;
cholinergic blockade: �2.3±1.2; P40.1). Performance
during learning did not differ between the two conditions
(speed 14.8±1.0 vs 14.6±1.2; error rate: 6.4±1.3 vs
8.6±2.1, for placebo vs treatment conditions, respectively;
both P40.4).
Additionally, we tested the specificity of the effect of

cholinergic blockade after training on procedural memory
consolidation by directly comparing the data from the main
and supplementary experiments using a 2� 2 analysis of
variance. This analysis confirmed a significant interaction
effect between the influence of placebo vs cholinergic
blockade and the type of retention interval (late sleep vs
wakefulness) on performance changes in the finger
sequence tapping task (F(1,21)¼ 8.6; Po0.01; Figure 2). No
main effect of cholinergic blockade after training was
observed (P40.1). A similar pattern was observed for
changes in error rate, although here the interaction effect
reached only a statistical trend (F(1,21)¼ 3.4; Po0.08). These
results indicate that the impairing effect of combined
cholinergic receptor blockade on consolidation of the finger
sequence tapping task is specific to late retention sleep and
does not occur during a retention interval filled with
wakefulness.

DISCUSSION

The combined blockade of nicotinergic and muscarinergic
ACh receptors during a period of late sleep with natural
predominance of REM sleep impaired off-line consolidation
of a motor skill. In the placebo condition, as expected,
substantial gains in the speed of finger sequence tapping
performance developed across the retention interval filled
with REM sleep-rich sleep. These gains were abolished when
the cholinergic receptors were blocked during this late sleep
interval. Declarative memory consolidation was not affected
by anticholinergic treatment. Blocking the cholinergic
receptors during a wake-retention interval did not affect
skill performance at retrieval testing, indicating that the
impairing effect of anticholinergic treatment on skill
memory is specific to sleep-dependent processes of
consolidation. Although the treatment reduced REM sleep,
earlier experiments show that pharmacological suppression
of phenotypic REM sleep alone (eg, by serotonergic or
norepinephrinergic agonists) is not sufficient to impair
procedural memory performance (Rasch et al, 2008). On
this background, these results identify the high cholinergic
tone characterizing REM sleep as a factor that in combina-
tion with other unknown mechanisms supports the effective
off-line consolidation of motor skills.
Apart from high cholinergic activity, REM sleep is

hallmarked by minimum central nervous serotonergic and
noradrenergic activity. Surprisingly, although drastically
reducing REM sleep, enhancing the availability of norepi-
nephrine or serotonin by administration of reuptake
inhibitors in an earlier study using the same memory tasks,
did not induce any signs of impaired motor skill
consolidation during sleep (Rasch et al, 2008). Thus, in
contrast to the high ACh activity, a low aminergic tone or
the phenotypic signs of REM sleep are not required for

Table 3 Reaction Times, Mood, Blood Pressure, and Cortisol
Levels

Placebo Scop.+Mec. P

Mean±SEM Mean±SEM

RT (ms) Learning 248±7.9 258±9.2 NS

Retrieval 245±5.9 246±7.4 NS

Mood Learning 14.0±1.0 13.6±0.9 NS

Retrieval 13.5±1.2 15.4±0.6 NS

Wakefulness Learning 10.2±0.9 10.0±1.0 NS

Retrieval 11.6±1.2 11.3±1.1 NS

Calmness Learning 14.3±0.9 14.0±0.9 NS

Retrieval 13.8±1.2 15.1±0.6 NS

Systolic blood
pressure (mmHg)

Early sleep 108±2 110±2 NS

Learning 113±3 114±3 NS

Late sleep 111±3 103±3 o0.02

Retrieval 131±4 127±3 NS

Diastolic blood
pressure (mmHg)

Early sleep 69±2 65±2 NS

Learning 68±2 67±2 NS

Late sleep 67±2 61±2 o0.04

Retrieval 79±3 69±3 o0.02

Heart rate (b.p.m) Early sleep 62±2 58±2 NS

Learning 60±2 55±2 NS

Late sleep 58±2 52±1 o0.01

Retrieval 70±4 72±4 NS

Cortisol (mmol/l) Early sleep 49±8 52±6 NS

Learning 154±27 182±32 NS

Late sleep 173±25 215±27 NS

Retrieval 227±27 222±25 NS

NS, not significant; RT, reaction time; Scop.+Mec., scopolamine and
mecamylamine; SEM, standard error of mean.
RT (as a measure of vigilance), self-reported mood, wakefulness and
restlessness, as well as blood pressure and blood cortisol during learning and at
retrieval testing for the administration of placebo or a combination of the
cholinergic receptor antagonists Scop.+Mec. Blood pressure, heart rate, and
cortisol levels were additionally measured hourly during early sleep and during
late retention sleep. Mean values, SEM, and P-values for pair-wise comparisons
are indicated. P40.05 is NS.
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successful consolidation of motor skills during sleep.
However, cholinergic activity associated with wakefulness
is not sufficient for enhancing memory consolidation. In
combination, those and the data presented here, suggest
that specific components like the enhanced cholinergic tone
together with other to-be-defined features of REM sleep are
interacting in the off-line development of sleep-dependent
gains in skills. On the other hand, the occurrence of
phenotypic REM sleep is not necessary.
Candidate mechanisms supporting memory consolidation

during REM sleep possibly involve increased protein
synthesis and plasticity-related gene expression during this
sleep stage. Whereas non-REM sleep is characterized by
diminished activity of such genes and a greatly reduced
ability to induce synaptic long-term potentiation, REM
sleep provides a more adequate milieu of neurotransmitters
and modulators for synaptic plastic changes (Ribeiro and
Nicolelis, 2004; Bramham and Srebro, 1989). Ribeiro et al.
(Ribeiro et al, 1999, 2002) revealed an increased expression
of the immediate early genes arc and zif-268 during REM
sleep after induction of long-term potentiation during prior
wakefulness. Importantly, regulation of plasticity-related
early genes depends strongly on the cholinergic receptor
activation (von der Kammer et al, 1998, 2001; Teber et al,
2004) and, here, blocking these receptors interfered likely
with transcriptional changes required for long-term mem-
ory storage. This view is corroborated by recent evidence
showing that cholinergic activation potentiates long-term
potentiation maintenance in the medial prefrontal cortex
(Lopes et al, 2008), a brain area that exhibited particularly
strong sleep-dependent changes in activation during the
same skill learning task as used here (Walker et al, 2005;
Fischer et al, 2005). We suspect that the combined
cholinergic receptor blockade during late, REM sleep-rich
sleep interfered specifically with processes of synaptic
consolidation required for sleep-dependent enhancements
of skill performance (Dudai, 2004).
Our results are consistent with the findings in older adults

showing that enhancing phasic REM sleep, ie, periods
during REM sleep including REMs, improved consolidation
of motor memories only, when the enhancement was
accomplished by pharmacologically increasing availability
of ACh by administration of the acetylcholinesterase
inhibitor donezepil (Hornung et al, 2007). In contrast,
enhancement of phasic REM sleep by inducing rebound
activity (after REM deprivation) had no effect on memory
performance, although phasic REM sleep increased to an
extent similar to that after the pharmacological manipula-
tion. Further support for the importance of ACh for
processes of memory consolidation during REM sleep is
provided by animal studies showing that administration of
cholinergic receptor antagonists, after training, impairs
memory consolidation during time windows that are also
vulnerable for REM sleep deprivation (Smith et al,
1991; Legault et al, 2004). Blockade of cholinergic neuro-
transmission was particularly effective with infusion into
the dorsal striatum, a brain structure considered important
for learning and performance of skills (Legault et al, 2006;
Knowlton et al, 1996; Featherstone and McDonald, 2005).
Although these studies did not report any sleep recording,
the naturally high cholinergic tone during REM sleep may
be required for the induction and/or the maintenance of

synaptic changes in striatal regions, underlying the effective
consolidation of procedural skills.
High levels of ACh during REM sleep affect both the

nicotinic and muscarinic cholinergic receptors, which are
both distributed widely in brain areas involved in memory
and sleep regulation (Court et al, 2000; Eckelman, 2006).
Activation of the nicotinic receptors specifically enhances
interest afferent input to cortical and hippocampal net-
works, whereas muscarinic receptor activation inhibits
excitatory feedback synapses in these circuits (see Hassel-
mo, 2006, for a review). In combination, these mechanisms
are considered to enhance signal-to-noise ratio during
stimulus processing. During REM sleep, the same mechan-
isms might act in concert with a cholinergic facilitation of
synaptic plasticity to promote skill consolidation (Power,
2004). In this study, we blocked simultaneously the
muscarinic and nicotinic receptors to mimic global
suppression of cholinergic activity as it occurs in specific
brain states like SWS. To what extent the two receptor types
contributed differentially to the effects of receptor blocking
cannot be answered. In an earlier study (Rasch et al, 2006),
that showed enhanced retention but impaired encoding of
declarative memories after combined administration of
scopolamine and mecamylamine, separate administration
of either one of the receptor blockers (at the same dose used
for combined administration) remained completely in-
effective. Such findings support the view that changes in
memory processing after the combined blockade of
nicotinic and muscarinic receptors reflect the result of
globally diminished cholinergic transmission that cannot be
achieved by separate blockade of one of the two receptor
types. Moreover, the separation of muscarinic and nicotinic
contributions is hampered by interactions between the
receptors. For example, selectively blocking the muscarinic
receptors by scopolamine, through blocking M2 presynaptic
autoreceptors, induces a pronounced increase in ACh
release, which, in turn, can lead to an overactivation of
post-synaptic nicotinic receptors (Maviel and Durkin, 2003;
Durkin et al, 1992). Thus, modeling the effects of a generally
lowered cholinergic neurotransmission requires that both
the cholinergic receptor types are blocked simultaneously,
thereby avoiding increased nicotinic activation.
The effect of combined cholinergic receptor blockade

impaired procedural memory consolidation only when
administered before a retention period of sleep with
dominant REM sleep, but not when given during a retention
period of sustained wakefulness. On the one hand, this
finding excludes any residual substance effects on motor
performance at the time of retrieval testing. On the other
hand, this finding underscores that the anticholinergic
effect is specific for consolidation processes occurring
during sleep, in an interaction with other REM sleep-related
consolidation mechanisms.
Procedural memory consolidation during sleep has also

been related to aspects of non-REM sleep, in particular sleep
spindles (Walker et al, 2002; Robertson et al, 2004; Nishida
and Walker, 2007; Fogel et al, 2007; Rasch et al, 2008). In
this study, we observed an impairment of procedural
memory consolidation by the combined cholinergic recep-
tor blockade in spite of a significantly enhanced duration of
stage 2 non-REM sleep. Spindle density was not affected by
the treatment (see also Hirshkowitz et al, 1982). At a first
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glance, this finding speaks against an involvement of stage 2
sleep in skill consolidation. However, any beneficial effect of
this sleep stage may have been masked by the strongly
impairing influence of the cholinergic receptor blockade per
se. Moreover, we cannot exclude that blocking cholinergic
neurotransmission impaired skill consolidation processes,
additionally by affecting mechanisms associated with non-
REM sleep. Thus, although high cholinergic activity
suppresses sleep spindles (Puolivali et al, 1998; Jäkälä
et al, 1997), it is still possible that some minimum
cholinergic activity is required for spindle activity effec-
tively supporting skill consolidation.
Although, here, we did not test the effects of combined

cholinergic blockade during early, SWS-rich sleep, it seems
very unlikely that the blocking cholinergic receptors during
early sleep would exert any effect on procedural memory
consolidation, because the cholinergic tone is already
minimal during SWS. In fact, in comparison with post-
training periods of wakefulness, SWS does not substantially
benefit the consolidation enhancement of procedural skills
(Plihal and Born, 1997, 1999; Mednick et al, 2003). In
addition, pharmacologically enhancing the cholinergic tone
during early SWS-rich sleep is ineffective for procedural
memory (Gais and Born, 2004), whereas enhancing the
cholinergic tone during late sleep enhances procedural
memory performance (Hornung et al, 2007).
In contrast to procedural memories, the consolidation of

declarative word-pairs was not affected by the combined
cholinergic blockade after learning during REM sleep-rich
sleep. This is in line with earlier studies showing no benefit
of declarative memory consolidation from late sleep
(Ekstrand et al, 1977; Plihal and Born, 1997, 1999).
However, we have shown recently that the combined
cholinergic blockade after learning improves retention of
word-pairs when applied during a wake-retention interval
(Rasch et al, 2006), whereas increasing availability of ACh
during early, SWS-rich sleep disrupts the beneficial effect of
SWS on declarative memory consolidation (Gais and Born,
2004). Although these two studies suggest a general
improving effect on declarative memory consolidation of
low cholinergic tone after learning (Hasselmo, 1999), this
apparently does not hold for the conditions during late
REM sleep-rich sleep. Beyond this, these findings indicate
that consolidation during sleep depends on separate
mechanisms for different forms of memory, ie, procedural
and declarative memories, with REM sleep not providing
the appropriate neuromodulatory environment for effective
declarative memory consolidation. For example, compared
with SWS or wakefulness, serotonin and norepinehrine are
less available during REM sleep (Pace-Schott and Hobson,
2002), and moreover, cortisol levels are higher during late
REM sleep than early SWS-rich sleep (Born and Fehm,
1998). Increasing cortisol levels during sleep blocks the
improving effect of sleep on declarative memory consolida-
tion (Plihal and Born, 1999; Wagner and Born, 2008).
In conclusion, although earlier studies showed that the

complex processes that produce the signs of phenotypic
REM sleep are not prerequisites for effective sleep-
dependent consolidation of motor skills (Rasch et al,
2008), specific processes and mechanisms active during
natural REM sleep may still result in consolidation of motor
skills. This study reveals enhanced cholinergic neuro-

transmission as one such factor, which in combination
with other so far unknown mechanisms during late, REM
sleep-rich sleep promotes the consolidation of procedural
skills.
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